
 

 

Romhányi József: Interjú a farkassal, aki állítólag megette Piroskát 

 

Az Új Bárány riportere felkereste Ordast. 

Interjút kér. Én leközlöm. Olvasd! 

– Igaz volna ama vád, 

hogy ön orvul elfogyasztott egy egész nyers nagymamát? 

– Egy nagymamát? Egy grammot se! 

Ez az egész csak Grimm-mese! 

– Hogy Piroskát Ön falta fel, talán az is hamis vád? 

Nem hagyott meg belőle mást, csak egy fél pár harisnyát! 

– Hogy én őt ruhástul? Mit ki nem eszeltek! 

Én még az almát is hámozva eszem meg. 

– Furcsa, hogy a kunyhóban, hol megevődtek mindketten, 

mégis piros farkasnyálnyom díszeleg a parketten. 

– Az úgy történt, hogy ők aznap meghívtak a viskóba. 

Nagyon finom uzsonna volt, szamóca és piskóta, 

s mivelhogy én evés közben állandóan vicsorgok, 

a vérveres szamócalé a pofámból kicsorgott. 

– Én úgy tudtam, Önnél szabály, 

hogy csak friss húsárut zabál. 

– Kacsa! Füvet rágok lomhán legelészve, 

zsengét, hogy a gyenge gyomrom megeméssze. 

– És meddig lesz Önnél a juhhús is tiltva? 

– Eddig! De erről már nem írhatsz, te birka! 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Team: We don’t have a pen 

Contestants: Madai Bálint 11c, Szabó-Holman Dániel 11c 

 

Joseph Ruinvomity 

Interview with the Wolf, who Allegedly Ate Red 

 

The reporter of The New Lamb visited Hideous 

Asked him for an interview. I will tell you. Read it here. 

-Is that charge true, 

That a whole raw grandma has been eaten by you? 

-A granny? Not a single grammy! 

It’s just a fable from the Grimmies! 

-That you devoured Red, is that a false charge? 

Didn’t leave anything, only just a pair of socks! 

-I ate her with clothes on? What people can’t think of! 

I even eat my apple pealed off. 

-It’s strange, that in the hut, where they were eaten both, 

Red wolf-saliva is still dripping on the floor. 

-Long story short, they invited me to the shack. 

The meal was quite appetizing, strawberry and snack. 

And because while I’m eating, I always have a grin, 

The bloody red berry juice was dripping down my chin. 

-As far as I know, your rules are very strict, 

They say you can only gobble up fresh meat. 

-Duck! I slowly graze weed, 

Fresh, so I can digest it, ’cause my belly is weak. 

-And until when is it restricted for you to eat lamb meat? 

-Until now! But you can’t write about this you sheep! 

 



 

 

Team: Eggs 

Contestants: Bélteky Johanna K. 9b, Törzsök Ramóna Eszter 9c 

 

József Romhányi 

Interview with Ordas, who Apparently Ate Piroska 

 

The reporter of The New Lamb asked for an interview. 

We’re here with Ordas. I’ll give the word to you. 

-We’ve all heard the complaint: 

You’ve consumed a grandma whole, is that a true claim? 

-A grandma whole? What nonesense! 

That is a false sentence. 

-That you ate Piroska, another unsolved case, 

Nothing was left, just her shoelace? 

-You’d really think I, the innocent, 

Would be so cruel, like Maleficent? 

-Don’t you find it odd, the fact, 

That red blood glistens in the house they were last seen at? 

-The thing is, I was invited. 

The wild strawberry between us was divided. 

Being an animal, I eat quite messy. 

It all got on the floor, sincerely. 

-I believe it was a rule 

That you were a carnivore? 

-No way! I feed on fresh grass. 

It’s easier to digest, nevertheless. 

-It’s all said mutton is not part of your diet, either? 

-That’s enough! You’ll be my next meal later. 

 



 

 

Team: 33rd Panzer Division 

Contestants:  Asztalos Zsigmond 12d, Farkas Ádám 12d 

 

Interview with  Furry whose StatementCcontradicts with the Truth but it’s Not a Poem 

 

The Brand New Sheep’s agent tracked down  Furry. 

He would like to have an interview. I publish. Would you be so kind to read? 

- Trustworthy sources have reported that you consumed a big uncooked grandma. 

Yes or no? 

- One bigmomma? Not even a small metric measurement unit. 

This is only a conspiracy of the German brothers who we shall not name. 

- A little red female humanoid was also reported missing. Do you have 

Anything to do with that? Only a long-sock was left. 

- That I ate her all suited up? Oh hell no! 

I even skin the apple before I eat it. 

A bit strange isn’t it, that the crime scene where „they did not get eaten” 

According to your statement, is covered in body fluids containing your DNA? 

Well actually I was legally invited to the shed. 

The grub that they call food was scrumptious, berries and 

Puffcake, and because of the fact that I smile angry during food  

Consumption the bloody berry fluid leaked from my big fat mouth. 

To my knowledge you only stuff your body with raw meat. 

Platypus! I eat 420 (weed) slowly chewing away, freshly from the 

Fields, so my below-average tummy can refine it. 

And how long is it before lamb is allowed? 

From this very moment! My greatest apologies, but you 

Won’t be able to inform anyone about this, you cow! 

 

 



 

 

Team: I’m alone 

Contestants:  Sík Levente 11b 

 

Interview with the Wolf, who Allegedly Ate Little Red 

 

The New Sheep’s reporter searched for Wolf, 

Interviewed him, I publish, you read: 

-Could the allegation be true, that you treated grandma like food? 

-One whole grandma? More like zero grams! 

This whole saga is just a tale of Grimms! 

-Did you eat Little Red? Or is it just a false alert? 

Her stockings were the only things you left from her. 

-The things you imageine are quite impressive. To eat her and and her clothes sound repulsive. 

Even if I eat an apple, I make sure it’s without the skin. 

-It’s an interesting and weird coincidence that in the house where they got eaten, 

Red saliva sits on the floor, whose owner is no one else thatn you, Wolf! 

-This happened the following way: they invited me on that day. 

It really was truly amazing breakfast, the pancakes and the berries were gone fast, 

And the juice of the berries dripped on the floor, since my eating style is a bit poor. 

I really thought that your rule was to only eat freash meat like it’s a must. 

-Slander is what I call this. I only browse the fields for grass. 

-Is it true that in your diet even mutton doesn’t pass? 

-Right until now it was true but everyone’s fate is cruel, 

Since you’ll be my next meal soon, you can’t publish your interview! 

 


